
   

 

10 Reasons to Upgrade Your VDI and 
Windows 10 Desktops - Together  
 

KEY STRATEGIES TO ACHIEVE GREATER DESKTOP MOBILITY AND 
EASE THE MIGRATION TO WINDOWS 10 

 

Today’s users demand mobility without impacting performance. To support enhanced mobility, many   

organizations have implemented both physical desktops/laptops and application virtualization. But as   

organizations continue to seek improved ways to provide secure remote access to employees while     

enhancing mobility and cutting costs, they are implementing the latest versions of these core VDI          

solutions.  

 

At the same time, organizations are facing the inevitable need to upgrade their desktop infrastructure to 

Windows 10. According to Gartner, 85% of enterprises will have started their Widows 10 deployments by 

the end of 2017
1
, which is faster than any previous desktop operating system adoption. Why? Windows 

10 delivers the endpoint security and cloud integration capabilities enterprises seek.  

1 Gartner, “User Survey Analysis: Windows 10 Migration Looks Healthy,” April 2017  
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Simply put, for many organizations a VDI upgrade and Windows 10 migration are 

both on the IT calendar. Don’t do them separately! In fact, when you combine your 

VDI upgrade project with your Windows 10 migration you can achieve significant 

economies of scale that will not only speed your time to production for each, but   

minimize complexity, cost, and user impact.   

 

Consider these 10 reasons you need to perform these key desktop projects together: 

  

 1. To Establish a Comprehensive Plan for Desktop Success.  

 When it comes to building out your VDI project there’s a multitude of consid-

erations. You need to assess which applications you’ll virtualize, how you’ll 

want to deliver them, and how you’ll validate their compatibility with the new 

infrastructure. Consider the challenges if you don’t align that with an inevita-

ble Windows 10 migration. You may spend significant time and resources 

upgrading your VDI infrastructure only to realize that Windows 10 will change 

the way you need to deliver certain applications or user profiles or vice versa. 

Without a comprehensive desktop upgrade plan you can face significant set-

backs that are not only costly but that could impact business productivity. 

Instead, planning these projects together enables you to map out the most 

efficient and secure sequence of events to seamlessly support your users.  

 

 2. To Put Users First.  

 Speaking of users, no desktop project would be complete without consider-

ing their needs first. Users want their experience to be universal and able to 

meet their requirements for mobility and performance. In fact, according to a 

recent 2017 State of Windows 10 Adoption Survey performed by Ivanti, 43% 

of IT professionals were concerned about the need for user training following 

a Windows 10 migration
2
. When you sync your VDI and Windows 10 projects 

together you can minimize the user learning curve while ensuring that their 

applications and data are exactly where they expect them to be and perform 

as they are expected to perform.  

 

 3. To Align Applications, Profiles, Policies and Personalization.  

 Windows 10 is a very different operating system than Windows 7. So, if you 

know you’ll face a Windows 10 upgrade in the next 6 to 12 months, it’s best 

to consider its impact now, during your VDI upgrade, rather than face new 

customization challenges, particularly around applications, user profiles, poli-

cies and personalization. It can have a significant impact if you do things out 

of sync. You could spend considerable effort, for example, to perfect how 

certain applications render when your Citrix desktops are running on Win-

dows 7, only to have to re-invent the wheel when you upgrade to Windows 

10. When the projects are not in sync the user experience may also become 

misaligned causing confusion, or even accessibility failures. By syncing the 

projects together, you’ll dramatically speed development time, improve test 

cycles and minimize costs, all while improving your user productivity.  

85% of enterprises 

will have started 

their Widows 10  

deployments by the 

end of 2017.  

Gartner, April 2017  

2 Ivanti, “2017 State of Windows 10 Adoption Survey,” April 2017  
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 4. To Support New User Devices.  

 Users are upgrading and adopting their personal devices to Windows 10 at 

record rates. As a result, managing your VDI infrastructure will require the 

need to already embrace Windows 10 compatibility to deliver users the 

experience they demand when working on BYOD devices. It’s prudent to 

migrate all user devices to Windows 10 so that you only have to adapt your 

infrastructure once, rather than having to maintain the user experience for 

both Windows 7 and Windows 10 environments.  

 

 5. To Capitalize on Economies of Scale.  

 In terms of services, resources and effort, bundling these two desktop pro-

jects into one can save as much as 25% on hard costs, while ensuring a 

significantly faster and more productive outcome. This means you only 

need to perform your test, packaging and training processes once, rather 

than multiple times for separate project cycles. By planning, scheduling 

and executing both projects at the same time, you’ll also avoid unneces-

sary complications and customizations. This will further improve your over-

all desktop ROI and user satisfaction and productivity.    

 

 6. To Avoid Application Compatibility Issues.  

 The 2017 State of Windows 10 Adoption Survey found that application 

compatibility was the top concern (65%) when migrating to Windows 10. 

Don’t risk spending time on adapting your new VDI environment to support 

critical applications only to discover that Windows 10 will impact your effort. 

By planning and executing your upgrade and migration together, you’ll 

have better visibility into any application compatibility issues early on so 

that you can overcome incompatibilities as needed before the start of the 

deployment.  

 

 7. To Take Advantage of Advanced Business Applications.  

 Not only will a combined roll out help address application compatibility is-

sues, it can also enable the delivery of the more advanced applications 

that users desire. Windows 10 was developed to align better with VDI envi-

ronments. In fact, both Citrix and Windows 10 have standardized support 

for App-V for delivering virtualized Win32 applications. This means that 

you’ll be able to deliver applications such as Skype for Business for unified 

communications or OneDrive for file sharing and collaboration, giving users 

access to the applications they demand.  

 

 8. To Improve Desktop Security.  

 Today, everything must come down to security, with more focus than ever 

on the desktop. Windows 10 has been hailed as a much more secure OS 

than its predecessor. Windows 10 architecture is fundamentally more se-

cure than Window 7. But if you couple that with a VDI environment that 

needs to be upgraded, you may not realize all of its security features. Like-

wise, if you upgrade your VDI environment first, only to discover that it 

won’t optimally support Windows 10 due to older customizations and 

scripts, you may face risky security gaps. Only by doing these projects to-

gether will you be able to fully validate the secure desktop infrastructure 

your organization requires.   

End User Computing 

Workshop 

Read about how IPM’s free 

End User Computing Work-

shop will help you deliver 

increasing levels of desktop 

performance and services. 

 
Download PDF 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/521d3728e4b0c6245cd3277d/t/58d2c946be65946d277e1389/1490209101029/IPM+EUC+SELLSHEET+R4_One+Page-2+19.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/521d3728e4b0c6245cd3277d/t/58d2c946be65946d277e1389/1490209101029/IPM+EUC+SELLSHEET+R4_One+Page-2+19.pdf
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 9. To Minimize Infrastructure Complexity.  

 The desktop layers you must touch for your VDI environment and Windows 

10 infrastructure are the same: the OS layer, application layer, user layer, 

data layer and security layer. It stands to reason that if you’re going to 

make changes at each layer, don’t touch them twice. Instead, make adap-

tations once in an orchestrated and systematic way for both environments, 

which will help to minimize implementation steps and simplify your infra-

structure complexity overall.  

 

 10. To Forget About Upgrades for Good.  

 Finally, wouldn’t it be nice to make this Windows 10 migration your last 

major OS migration project? Microsoft has taken steps with this new re-

lease to deliver more frequent branch releases for upgrades, in two forms: 

the Current Branch for Business or Long-Term Service Branch. Once 

you’ve carefully considered which branch to select, there are additional 

tools and strategies that can help you automate your VDI infrastructure and 

OS migration processes so you can eliminate the constant state of migra-

tion. This means you’ll have more time to dedicate to those strategic pro-

jects that can have a significant impact on your digital transformation goals.  

 

 

DON’T GO IT ALONE 

Finally, when addressing your VDI upgrades and desktop migrations, it can be very 

valuable to turn to the experts for support. Achieve a strategic balance and opti-

mize your resources with a team that has a proven pedigree in streamlining desk-

top projects for ultimate efficiency and performance. The right expert consultants 

can save you hundreds of man hours while helping you to avoid critical and costly 

roadblocks. They will also enable you to deliver the best possible user experience 

which will uncover greater business productivity and value. Together, you’ll achieve 

a modern endpoint infrastructure that will be easier to manage, faster performing, 

agile and secure.  

Transform your desktop and endpoint management strategies with IPM. We can help you make the 

secure move to the most current physical and virtual desktops, virtualize your applications, migrate 

your desktop OS or enable secure workforce mobility, all with ease. Visit: www.ipm.com/services  

151 W. 30th Street, 8th Floor | New York, NY 10001 

646.421.2801 | www.ipm.com/services   

services@ipm.com 
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